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VALUATION OR SPECULATION
Evidence over emotion when setting a price

‘So, what do you think this place is likely to fetch?’
It’s the question every agent expects to answer when
pitching for a new listing. For a home seller looking to
employ the best agent, how they answer the question
is more important than the answer.
Does the agent talk about recent sales evidence and
genuine market fundamentals or do they talk about
‘a buyer they know that could pay...’
Agents that use feelings and hunches to speculate
about what a specific buyer may pay are merely fly
fishing for a listing.
If you were to employ an independent valuer to assess
your home, the price they quote you is supported by
evidence. A real estate agent that talks about what
a buyer could pay for your property or what may
happen on auction day is simply speculating on
events. They are not pricing your home based on
fundamentals.
Stock levels in 2018 will be higher than they were
during the boom. This will allow buyers to be more
logical rather than emotional in determining value.
If a logical process is not used to set the price guide
during the campaign, the vendor risks their price
being disconnected from market reality.
Sometimes agents turn the interview process into a
bidding war against their competition. As a vendor,
this may feel good in the short term, but ultimately the
agent needs to find a buyer that will sign a contract
at the quoted price. Is this achievable or is the agent
speculating on buyers paying above market price?
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Over 300 buyers enquired about 46 Birchgrove Road, Balmain
before it sold - highlighting the underlying interest in property.

There is a real estate sales trainer that runs a course
titled – ‘Get the listing, priced right’. As he says, ‘the
first part of this course is to get the listing. You can
price it correctly once you have the listing’. Vendors
need to ensure they are not wrong-footed by this
deft sidestep.
Already in 2018, a number of homes that failed to sell
in 2017 have been re-listed. Whether it is a first or
second campaign, an agent that overprices will either
oversee a failed campaign or need to condition their
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LAND TAX BURDEN

Investors fight cash flow challenge
Investors who ‘qualify’ for land tax will feel the pinch
this year as they receive their annual land tax notice.
The Valuer General values all land in NSW annually
for land tax purposes. Land tax is calculated on land
valuation as at July 1, preceding each land tax year.
Therefore, the 2018 assessment is based on the
value of a property on July 1 2017 – which was when
the Sydney property market was still booming.

These assessments always create angst and
debate. Unfortunately, many investors will be hit with
increased land tax in 2018 as their land assessment
is deemed to have risen by more than 15%. There is
an appeal process available for those who disagree
with the land valuation. The objection must be made
to the Valuer General within 60 days of receiving your
notice of assessment.

The qualifying level at which land tax becomes
payable is known as the land tax threshold. It has
increased from $549,000 in 2017 to $629,000 in
2018, representing a 15% increase.

Increasing Land tax was an annoying side-effect
of the property boom, particularly for long term
investors. As property prices jumped 10 to 20%
annually, a few extra thousand in land tax could be
explained away.

Owner occupiers are exempt from land tax. Land
tax is a State Tax and the amount payable is
accumulative for an investor that owns more than
one property.
Investors will pay 1.6% plus $100 on the amount
their total land value/s are assessed at, above the
land tax threshold of $629,000. As an example, if an
investor is assessed as owning $1,000,000 worth of
land (accumulative or singular), they are taxed 1.6%
plus $100 on $371,000. This equals a land tax bill
of $6036.
Given the sluggish end to the 2017 property market
most landlords would not expect their land value to
increase by more than 15% in the 2018 assessment.

The rental market has not risen anywhere near as
much as property prices in recent years. As a result,
land tax now represents over 10% of an investors
annual rental income. At a time of rising costs and
stagnate wage growth, a land tax increase puts
added pressure on investors cash flow. Given banks
are forcing ‘interest only’ loans into ‘principal and
interest’ many investors may face a cash squeeze in
2018. It remains to be seen whether this plays out in
higher asking rents, investors selling out or investors
simply wearing the higher costs and lower income.
Land tax is a dry topic but it will create some lively
discussion this year.

Owner occupiers are exempt from land tax. Land tax is a State Tax and the amount payable is accumulative for an investor that
owns more than one property. The land value on July 1 2017 is the basis of the land tax assessment.
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You employ an agent for their marketing and selling skills not
their opinion on market price.
* Bas

The obvious omission in this definition is valuation,
but that’s how many home sellers inadvertently treat
agents - like valuers. In suggesting that agents not
be primarily assessed on their valuation figure, this is
not to say the agent should be blissfully unaware of
market prices. Instead, it is more a case of accepting
that you employ an agent for their marketing and
selling skills not their opinion on market price.
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The Cambridge Dictionary defines a real estate agent
as ‘someone who arranges the selling, renting or
management of homes, land and buildings for the
owners’.
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client down in price. Neither is a desirable customer
service experience as a vendor.
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When interviewing agents, many people
unintentionally favour the agent that quotes the
highest price. This sets up a scenario where they
overlook pertinent details of the appointment that
seem insignificant at the time of employing the agent.
Being objective about the value of your home is
challenging. Knowing the benefits of the home as
you do, it is easy to think of those as equating to
‘higher value’. You may be right too. However, pricing
too high during the campaign can have a detrimental
effect. Buyer competition during the sales campaign
is what ultimately brings a higher value. The key
to buyer competition is quoting an accurate market
price that engages the maximum number of buyers.

Available now at dymocks.com.au
and bookstores nationally!

SELLING OFF MARKET
The points to consider

The off market pitch by an agent will usually begin
along the lines of ‘we have a serious buyer that is
prepared to pay above market price for a home, just
like yours’.
What harm can there be in showing the buyer
through? Well, if the buyer buys your home at
a very good price, none. As many people are
learning, the off market pitch becomes a pain when
it does not sell.
If you are showing potential buyers through off
market, firstly consider:
Do you as vendor have a contract ready and
available? It is against the Property, Stock and
Business Agents Act 2002 for an agent to show
buyers through a property without a contract of sale.
Many do though. If the agent breaches the Act here,
what else should you be aware of?
Is the buyer being shown through by your agent
of choice in the event you were to eventually
go on the open market? It is not a great look
if a property is shopped around by a few agents
over a period of time. By the time it reaches the
open market, many buyers have seen it. What
should be - and is meant to be - a fresh quality
listing is subsequently old news to the best buyers
in the market. If you go on the open market with
a different agent to the off market agent, who is
responsible for negotiating with the off market
buyers? Messy!

market buyer knows there is unlikely to be any other
buyers interested, yet. Power is perception.
How do you know you have the best possible price
if this one buyer makes an offer off market? The
reward for going to the open market is the best
buyer and best price becomes apparent. Would this
one special buyer also emerge during an on market
campaign?
There is a wise saying in real estate about open
listings - the best buyers end up negotiating with the
worst agent. Do you want the best buyer negotiating
with an agent you wouldn’t normally have selected
if it weren’t for the off market pitch? Listings tend
to be exclusive, buyers aren’t. Selecting an agent
you feel most comfortable with and running a full
campaign will bring the best buyers in the market
to the surface.
The best agent will then deliver you the best price in
an unambiguous manner.

Why hasn’t the buyer been able to find
something on the open market? The off market
buyer is a common listing strategy employed by
agents. Does the agent attempt to change the initial
brief of this ‘one very genuine buyer’ to ‘why don’t
we open it up to more buyers?’ The credibility of the
off market pitch quickly becomes apparent at this
point. The buyer pitch is more a listing stitch.
If the off market buyer is interested, is the agent
capable of negotiating the best market price
having only had one buyer through? An off

The off market pitch becomes a pain when it does not sell.
Particularly if you use another agent.

